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Patriotism plays
bigger part in
schools since attacks
By Whitney Kobrin
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

L)c;il schcx)Ls admit a hitcher K k u s on
patriotism since the Sc'pt. 11 attacks,
thoutth intentional changes in curriailum may not iKciir tor a tew more years.
Julian Crocker, county superinten
dent ot schixils, said he didn’t think the
curriculum had chanyed sitnriticantly
since Sept. 11 because it takes lonyer tor
those types ot cb.m^es to K‘ ».levelofxxl.
Thoutth there aren’t tonnal chanttes,
tmK'ker dix*s think there is likely tt> K ‘
more emphasis i>n related topics.
“Cdearly there is more discussion
aKuit patriotism and American and
denux:raric values now than there was
prior t(Y Sept. 11," Cnx ker said.
Oix-ker said that many pc'ople are
discussing similar issues deiXTidint; on
the materials that are adilressc'd in the
subjects they reach. For instance, scxial
studies IS jjoinf’ to he impacted by the
event in a much mixe obvious way than
a mathematics course would be,
CnK'ker said.
"The type i>t patriotism we teach at
the public schixils is an eilucation ot the
underlyint,’ values ot the public, entorciny the demixratic system by holding
demix;ratically elected student novemments and stressintj tolerance and alter

natives to violence,” Oix:ker .said.
Cnx'ker noted that the historic role
ot the public schixils is to create a liter
ate citizenship to help students make
intomied judgments. It is difticult tor a
demixratic j’ovemment to he succes.sful
without literacy, he saiil.
“We have these children in our care
tor six or seven hours each day,” Cnxker
said. “Our t,Teatest role is to provide
onler and stnicture, otferintz certainty’
throuf.;h a continued routine so that
children teel sate at schixil.”
Cnxker anticipates the ettects ot
Sept. 11 will be lony-temi and the
emphasis on world histor> and world
yeo^'raphy will be' stronger in units
aKiut the Middle Eiist.
Craij; Arceneaux, assistant protessor
in the [xilitical science department, said
he has certainly tried to orient material
toward these most recent issues in his
classes.
“1 teel comjxlled to respond to the
interests ot the students,” Arceneaux
said.
Arceneaux said the topic is pressing
now, so we are torced to examine it, but
as time t;ixs on it may not be something
we neeti to tixus on.
“We <ire helped to understand why

see PATRIOTISM, page 5
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Laura Close, a liberal studies senior, reacts to being crowned this year's homecoming queen. Close
was crowned by Anne Marie Devine, a Cal Poly alumni, class o f 1999. Close was nominated by
PolyReps and was accompanied by Paulo Younse, a mechanical engineering senior, who was crowned
homecoming king. Both were honored during halftime at Saturday's homecoming football game. The
Mustangs lost to Cal State Northridge, 28-35.

Uncertain job market, economy scaring Poly grads
Students turn to Graduate School
Day for choices after
commencement

Cal
Pol seniors anticiprating
al rolv
difficulties in finding jobs
after graduation
By Emily Schwartz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Graduation has recently become asstxiated
with a feeling of fear rather than excitement.
Bryan Archibald is feeling the fear.
Archibald, a kinesiology senior, once
looked forward to getting his career started
after earning his bachelor’s degree. But because
of the declining economy and a seemingly
scarce job market, he has changed his career
path. Following graduation, he now plans to go
on to get his master’s degree to avoid the agony
of finding a job.
“It dixsn’t seem like there’s many job oppor
tunities right now,” Archibald said. “I’d rather
get another couple years of education under
my belt than have to face not getting a job.”
Journalism senior Tori Walsh anticipated
having a job lined up after graduating in
riecember, but after contacting more than a
dozen public relations firms, she realized very
few positions were available. Now, she doe.sn’t
expect a job until March or April.
“It’s out of my control,” Walsh said. “So I’ve
accepted the fact that I won’t he getting a job
before the first of the year. I know that I’ll find
one eventually, it’s just a question of when.”
But perhaps students are being unfair by

comparing this year’s economy to the last few
years, said Richard Equinoa, director of career
and testing services. Equinoa said that a few
years back there was a “frenzied economy”
where there were more jobs than graduates.
Now the number of jobs has caught up to the
number of graduates, creating more competi
tion within the job market.
“Clearly the market has softened,” Equinoa
said. “But the opportunities are definitely out
there. It’s very practical to be pursuing employ
ment at this point.”
The compietition may be beneficial to grad
uates, Equinoa said, for it will hopefully force
them to take an active role in their job quest.
He said it gives graduates the perspective they
need to enhance their career direction in the
future.
“The silver lining in all of it is we have the
attention of the graduates,” Equinoa said.
“The graduate has to be far more assertive in
their search, because complacency will not do
this year. They need to be on their toes and
pay attention.”
Some students have used Cal Poly resources
to step up to the competition. Noah Black, a
graduating accounting senior, has put his

By Malia Spencer
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRTTER

Jennifer Yaras is running against time. As the
clock ticks, she must decide which graduate
school she will attend. Overwhelmed by the
prospect of leaving Cal Poly, Yaras is not alone.
Hundreds of students filtered through
Chumash Auditorium on Nov. 2 to listen to
various graduate school representatives, who
were attempting to convince students that their
school’s particular program was the best. The
15 th annual Graduate and Professional School
Day was sponsored by Cal Poly Career Services
Center. An estimated 800 students attended,
making this year the largest Graduate and
Professional School Day ever, said Shel Burrell,
assistant director of Career Services.
Many students choose to continue their edu
cation after Cal Poly because their field of
expertise requires it, Burrell said.
Biology senior Alli.son Millhollen is interest
ed in science-related master’s degree schools;
she plans to graduate in June and hopes to pur
sue a career in research.

Millhollen said.
However, this year, with the slip in the job
market, graduate .school has become more of an
option for a wider array of students.
“There is more interest this year,” Burrell
said. “In past years, the job market was so good
and salaries were so high, graduate school was
n’t practical. Advanced education is more
attractive with the decline in the high-tech
fields.”
Pepperdine University Graduate School of
Education and Psychology came back to Cal
Poly this year after success at last year’s event
and believes that its enrollment will increase
this year.
“I think students will go to graduate school
because they can’t find jobs. Historically, as the
economy goes down, enrollment increases,”
said Tinnie Taylor, program administrator of
master’s degree programs in pisychology.
This year. Career Services hoped to open the
event up to more students with a different
advertising strategy. Broad categories were u.sed
to list the schixils, instead of a long alphabeti
cal list, in an effort to show students that there

“With a biology major, in order to get more

see MARKET, p age 4

professional jobs, I need a higher education,”

see GRADUATE, page 2
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Students design touching ad campaign
J^ Y
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By Whitney Kobrin

present.
The campaign was a result of an
advertising assignment tor the Art

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

A student'createLl ad campaign
played on the emotions of local resi
dents, as well as Social Services.
Three students received awards
yesterday at the County Board of
Supervisors meeting. They were rec
ognized as community partners help
ing with a need in the county through
their work on an advertising cam
paign. The campaign is working to
recruit foster and adoptive families
for local children, said Anita
Monyok, a social worker who worked
directly with the student team.
“The ads caused a tremendous
response, because they were visually
captivating and utilized wonderful
captions,” Monyok said.
The three students are Tracy
W hite, art and design alumnus;
Christopher Daniels, art and design
alumnus; and Renee Rupcich, art and
design senior. While Daniels was out
of the country and was unable to
attend the hoard of supervisors meet
ing, both W hite and Rupcich were

GRADUATE

art and design professor and head of
the graphic design department. The

continued from page 1

tion with the Art 427 photo illustra
tion class, LaPorte said. LaPorte said
the students in her advertising class

The process included finding mod
els, completing paperwork, signing
release forms and shooting the pic

“T/ie ads caused a tremendous response, because they
were visually captivating and utilized wonderful captions/*

formed miniiture advertising agen

A nita M o n yo k

cies, then spent time looking at port
folios of students in the photo illus

county social worker

tration class to find a photographer
who would accurately pxirtray their
concepts.

“It was a very rewarding experi

tures. Her experience on this project

ence because of the passion I have for

W hite said it was interesting to he

conceptual images and the power

opened other opportunities as well.
“This project created a contact for

a part of a team throughout the entire

behind them,” W hite said. “When

process of creating an ad campaign.

that concept is applied to something

The first step was to create a concept.

that helps the community, we can see

W hite said. After the concept had

how powerful it becomes.” .

me,” Rupcich said. “I was asked to
shoot additional pictures because
people liked my images.”
Monyok said Social

Services

been established, a series of ads were
created, the slogans were written and

the work she did with W hite and

images were selected.

Daniels involved watching them sell

couldn’t have hired an advertising
agency that would have done any bet
ter.

For their campaign, the group

ideas they created. The project was

“I didn’t think about recognition

chose a simple design that they felt

beneficial because of the realistic job

would

response from community members.

experience she gained, Rupcich said.
“We worked in real job situations

because I enjoyed working on the
project .so much,” White said. “It’s

education, art and fashion, agriculture

program.

best

Many

evoke

an

emotional

Rupcich said that a gtx)d deal of

students

also

attended

nice to feel recognized.”

intended for,” Burrell said. “That way,

“I am trying to get everything done

Graduate and Professuinal School Day
are graduate prt>grams for every major,

where we were being hired to tell a
story tor an ad agency through our
photographs,” Rupcich said.

advertising class works in collabora

and mathematics.

Burrell said.

12 Pack Coca-Cola,
Pepsi or 7*Up

432 class, taught by Mary LaPorte, an

White said. The ads included por
traits of individual children gazing
out w’ith longing expressions, accom
panied by slogans that captured the
idea of a dream the children might
hold.

this year so that I can have a relaxed

students know what the requirements
are and the right courses to take.”
The Career Services Center helps

final quarter,” Winterlyn said.

to get a head start on the application

Career Services recommends that

hundreds of students apply to graduate

prtxess. joy Winterlyn, a mathematics

students begin looking at graduate

schtx)l every year, Burrell said. She

senior, is slated to graduate in the fall

schtHils as early as their junior year.

added that it holds workshops through

Some of the categories included

and attended Friday’s event to try and

engineering and computer science.

find a single-subject teaching credential

“It is a

g (X )d

idea to kxik at options

early and that is what the event is

out the year to help students with the
applications.
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N a tio n a lB n e ts
Teen takes tw o hostag es, th e n
co m m its suicide
C A R O , Mich. — A 17-year-old
took a classmate and a teacher
hostage Monday, treed them, and
then killed himselt with one ot the
two guns he brought to the school.
Chris Buschbacher left the
Adult Learning Center of Caro in
the morning and then returned in
the afternoon with a .22-caliher
rifle and a 20-gauge shotgun. There
was also a small tube with gunpow
der in It in the bathroom; it was not
said whether the tube had a deto
nation device.
Buschbacher had broken up with
his girlfriend two days earlier. She
was one of the students in the class
room that he entered with the
guns. She escaped along with
another
female
student.
Buschbacher fired one shot into
the wall and another into a file
cabinet. N o one was injured.
A fter negotiations, the boy
released both the hostages, but
remained in the classroom until 6
p.m. when he shot himself. His
mother came to the school to talk
to him, but he refused to speak with
her. Buschbacher had no previous
criminal record.
— U SA Today
T ra d e C e n te r s u rv iv o r d ies in
p la n e crash
N EW YORK — One of the
women, Hilda Yolanda Mayor,
aboard American Airlines Flight
587, which crashed into a New

York neighborhood over the week
end, had escaped the Sept. 11
attack of the World Trade Center
unscathed.
Mayor was an employee of the
Au Bon Pain restaurant on the first
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2,200. The United Stares currently
has 7,000 deployed warheads and

izens of Syrian origin.
In late September, Spain arrest

city were creating security prob

Russia has 6,000. The warheads
will be removed from the missiles,

ed six Algerians accused of belong

of the forces has remained on the

ing to Algerian-based Daawa wal
Jihad. The arrests followed a twoyear investigation. One of the sus

outskirts of the city. Young men

pected airplane hijackers in the
Sept. 11 attacks traveled in Spain

seizing guns from Taliban bases.

floor of the center and was there

but not dismantled. The leaders
have agreed that nuclear materials
and weapons of mass destruction

during the attacks. The 26-year-old
U .S. citizen was traveling to her

must be kept out of the hands of
terrorists.

native Dominican Republic to visit
her family, including her two
daughters, who had been staying in

Bush has said that he will ask
Congress to drop a link between

over the summer and is suspected
to have met with other extremists.
— Reuters

Russia’s emigration policies and its
trade status. Putin has pledged to

A frica

the Caribbean for the last two
weeks with their grandmother.
President Hipólito Mejia of the
Dominican Republic has declared
three days of national mourning.
Half a million Dominicans live in

ALGIERS, Algeria — A t least

and ethnic minorities. This will
help Russia join the World Trade
Organization.

618 people have died and more are
claimed to be missing due to
Algeria’s worst flash floods in four

New York. The crash killed 260
people, most
Dominicans.

of

whom

were
In te rn a tio n a lB rie fs

Bush prom ises to c u t n u c lea r
arm s
W A SH IN G TO N —

During a

meeting with Russian President
Vladimir Putin Tuesday, President
Bush said the United States would
decrease its number of nuclear war
heads by two-thirds in the next

M ADRID —

Spanish

police

arrested 11 men Tuesday who are
believed to have links to the inter
national network of Osama bin
Laden. This was the second series
of arrests in Spain of suspected
Islamic militants since Sept. 11.

self-declared police officers and
The alliance had intended to
stay out of the capital city after the
Taliban abandoned

it over the

weekend. The alliance said that it
ethnically-based government for
Afghanistan. The United Nations
has been requested to send teams to
Kabul to aid in the peace process

decades. People have been found

and the formation of a new govern

buried beneath yards of rubble and
mud. Five thousand to 24,0 0 0 peo
ple have been left homeless.

ment as soon as possible.
reported that citizens of Kabul par

— U SA Today
E urope

were roaming the streets, acting as

is remaining fully committed to an

expand protections for religious

— Reuters

lems for residents. The main body

After the Taliban left, it was

The damage of the catastrophe is

ticipated in actions that were pre

being blamed on poor government
planning. Experts say that the flash

viously forbidden by the Taliban,

floods swept away people and
buildings because safe construction

the streets, removing turbans, shav

practices were disregarded and sew
ers were not maintained.

the women who lived under virtual

Citizens

took

to

the

including playing radio music in
ing beards and flying kites. Some of
seclusion under Taliban rule waved

streets

excitedly to foreigners.

decade. Putin has pledged to try to

The police also confiscated false
documents, videos and firearms.

shouting anti-government slogans
and requesting urgent relief aid.
The groups were dispersed by

follow suit, hut has not yet given a
definite number.

The suspects were said to have
trained in “terrorist camps" in

police, who fired shots into the air.
The government has declared three

Taliban forces took with them

They still have not reached an
agreem ent on the 1972 A nti-

Afghanistan, or seen combat in

days of mourning.
— CN N News

two American women who were

Ballistic Missile treaty. The treaty
expressly forbids missile defenses.

fronts in the Islamic struggle.”
Officials said that the men were
recruiting people to attend training

Putin and Bush will meet at Bush’s
ranch in Crawford, Texas, today
and Thursday.
The nuclear warheads will be
reduced

to between

1 ,700 and

Afghanistan,

Bosnia

or

“other

camps, commit terrorist acts and
provide false documents to people
in extremist Islamic groups. They
were said to be mostly Spanish c it

Hundreds of the city’s prisoners
were released when the Taliban
left, but witnesses reported that
e^ h t foreign aid workers, including
accused of spreading Christianity.
— New York Times

M id d le East
K ABUL, Afghanistan — The
N orthern Alliance said Tuesday

Briefs compiled from various news
services by Mustang Daily contrib
utor Anne Guilford.

that it sent a total of 2,000 security
forces into Kabul after it was
reported that armed groups in the

Flight 587 probe focuses on planers loss of tail fin
By Eric Malnic and Ricardo
Alonso-Zaldivar
LOS ANGELES TIMES

N EW YORK — The investigation
into the crash of American Flight
587 shifted Tuesday from a possible
engine failure to an unexplained
breakup of the tail section, officials
said, raising new questions about the
disaster that killed more than 260
people.
Aviation safety investigators from
the National Transportation Safety
Board are now tr> inij to understand
why critical components such as the
plane’s tail fin fell a half mile from
the fuselage.

Also, both engines were found
several hundred feet from the main
debris field.
“This is a far more perplexing case
than people imagined,” said aviation
consultant Peter Goelz, former man
aging director of the N TSB.
However, officials said the evidence
continues to point to an accident,
and not a crime or another terrorist
attack.
The tail fin — which helps to keep
a plane flying straight — was pulled
Monday from the waters of Jamaica
Bay and appeared as if it had cleanly
broken away from the rest of the
fuselage. Without the fin, it would he
virtually impossible for pilots to

maintain control. Officials said ini
tial analysis points to a fracture of the
material used to make the tail fin,
not the bolts attaching it to the main
fuselage.
Witnesses “saw the aircraft wob
ble, pieces come from it, and then a
steep spiraling dive into the ground,”
said N TSB K)ard member George
Black.
Another new element was added
to the puzzle Tuesday when N TSB
officials said they are investigating
whether the turbulent wake of a
Japan Air Lines Btx.Mng 747 could
have played a role. Tlie larger jet had
taken off two minutes and 20 seconds
earlier and was seven to eight miles

ahead of the smaller Am erican
Airlines Airbus 300.
The time and distance should
have been more than enough to fore
stall any problems, but the cockpit
voice recorder on Flight 587 picked
up comments indicating that the
pilots encountered turbulence.
Asked if wake turbulence could
have been a factor. Black responded,
“It’s possible.” Pressed on whether it
could have tom off the tail section,
he added: “That is certainly one
thing that we want to know.”
Am erican Airlines spokesman
John Hotard was less equivtKal.
“Terrific forces tore off a tail and
apparently the plane’s two engines,”

he said.
Despite the lack of an immediate
explanation for the crash, there was
no suggestion from the N TSB or the
FBI that Flight 587 was brought
down by a bomb or some other crim
inal act.
“Everything that we have seen
thus far indicates that this was an
accident,” said N TSB Chairwoman
Marion C . Blakey.
In what Blakey called a “major
breakthrough,” investigators Tuesday
recovered the plane’s second “black
K t x ” — the flight data recorder —
which should contain critical derails

see FLIGHT 587, page 10

Stressless Thanksgiving Feast
Thanksgiving dinner is all about timing and perfect planning.

among the favorites is, you guessed it, good old Tom

Make the stuffing early and let it cool overnight, wake up

T\irkey. In second place is the ham, followed

early, stuff the bird, prep the casseroles, put the turkey in the

closely by fresh fish.

oven, clean the house, set the table, take one item out of the

The buffet opens at 10am and

oven and replace it with another, rotate and keep them warm-

goes until Spm allowing those

ah, the stress. It’ s just part of the holidays right?

planning evening dinners to

Not according to Vista Grande. Vista Grande Restaurant
wants to make the holiday a relaxing one for you. With their
own line o f the Thanksgiving traditions in their expertly

watch the sun set through Vista
Grande’s huge bay windows.
“Reservations are strongly

prepared buffet, the stress o f preparing food can be replaced

recommended,” Sweeny,

by the com fort o f family and conversation.

said.

The buffet includes favorite dishes such as candied yams,

The buffet takes place on

cranberry sauce, cheese platter, assorted salads, cranberry

Thanksgiving, Thursday,

muffins, com muffins, assorted vegetables, pumpkin pie, carrot

November 2 2 , and costs $13.95

cake and o f course the main course, roasted turkey, and pit

for adults and $ 6 .9 5 for children,

ham. The Vista Grande Restaurant Manager said the favorite

plus tax.

-paid advertisement

Vista Grande Restaurant is located on the Cal Poly campus,
across from the Christopher Cohan Center. Parking
on campus will not require a Cal Poly-issued
parking pass and the parking lot is
conveniently situated right across the street
from the restaurant.
Vista Grande Restaurant has been
doing the Thanksgiving buffet for over
20 years, making it sort of a staple.
So, for a plethora of food in
irresistable varieties, Vista Grande
Restaurant is the place for you this
Thankgiving. Put away that baking pan
and those casserole dishes and call
7 5 6 -1 2 0 4 today for your reservations for
a relaxed holiday with family.
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Students misuse Cal Poly ID cards
By Collin Hester

t,’y junior. “Out-of-town quests will

ing confiscated and lost Cal Poly ID

pt)ol and the courts, and play a ^ame

want to check anything out from

M U ST A N G DAILY STAFF WRITER

use cards ot friends ot theirs who

cards as well as issuing new ones, hut

ot racquethall or lift some weights,"

the

attend C'al Poly or roommates ot

has no discipline procedure for card

said Kelli Nevin, Rec Center staff

match their face with what’s on the

someone they’ve come to visit.”

misuse.

member and political science sopho-

II^. If it doesn’t match, we tell them

A Cal Poly student and a friend
troni out ot town approach the turn
stiles at the entrance to the Rec
Center. To avoid payinji a Oiliest tee,
the student swipes his C'al Poly ID
card at the turnstile scanner and
leaves it there tor his triend to take
and

swipe

throuj;h.

It

nobody

notices, the student ^ets his triend
in tor tree.
Cal Poly IP) cards are abused and
misused at such places as the Rec
C'enter and the campus library, and
the statt ot each facility is taking
measures to curb the unauthorized
card use.
Card abuse at the Rec Center
stems from people attemptinji to
sneak inside with someone else’s Cal
Poly ID.
“The

bij’f'est problem

is that

Cuesta students and non-Cal Poly
students are
cards,” said

usiny Poly student
Sarah

Somers,

Rec

CAMiter staff member and kinesiolo-

MARKET
continued from page 1

resume on the C'areer Services Web
site. The site lists available jobs on a
weekly basis, so that students can sub
mit their resumes to the companies
that interest them.
“I think It’s a hard time in our
economy," Black said. “W e’re compet
ing not only with our colleagues, but
with those that have been laid off as
well. But that diK-sn’t mean that thete

Two com m on

when

“If a card is turned into our office

people try to sneak in are during.; the

because its been lost (or confiscat-

In order to prevent unauthorized

summer to swim and at ni^ht to play

ed), we check to make sure the card

card use, the staff performs spot

basketball

instances

we can ’t provide them with these

or

checks on IDs

quetball.
Jennifer Yaras, Rec
Center staff member
and child developnu-nt » n io ,.
Generally,
first-tim e

more,

“T/ip higgcst problem IS tfuit Cucsta students and nonCdl Poly studeuts are usiug Poly studeut cards.”

to be certain
that only the
Cal Poly stu
dent is usinft

S « « ! » S o ™ « « their Cal Poly
Rec Center Staff member i d card to

for

enter

offenders

and those who are not aware of the
center’s policy, a staff supervisor will
tell them of the proper procedure for
tjuests to use the facility, Somers
said. Otherwise, the center yives the
card owner a two-week suspension
from Rec C en ter privileges, and
their card is confiscated and sent to
the PolyCard office. From there, the
student may pick up the card for
general use, she said.

has not been reissued by the lost har
co d e,”
PolyCard

said

Sherrill

adm inistrative

Flohaufj,
support

assistant. “If it has, we shred the
card. Otherwise, we hold it and let
the student know that the card is in
the office to be picked up,” she said.
Students must pay $5 to have a
new card issued to them. Guests can
sifjn a waiver and pay $4 to have all
day access to the Rec Center.
“It’s really a great deal for people

PolyCard is responsible for hold-

who want to come in and use the

aren’t jobs available. If you Iixik hard
enough, yi>u’re going to find a job.”
Although the economy was already
slowing in months prior to the Sept.
11 attacks, economists said those
events pushed the shaky economy
into a recessitin, according to an arti
cle on www.u.satixlay.com.
But while some business sectors
squeaked by with a minor slowdown,
other sectors — specifically telecom
munications, technology, airlines and
advertising — have been hit much
harder. These sectors seem to he in a
deep recession and may see more

bankruptcies and layoffs in months to
come before they recover.
“There’s clearly an uncertainty in
some of the hiring sectors right now,
especially
in high-tech
areas,”
Equinoa said. “But there are still job
opportunities within this industry, you
just have to find them.”
The majority itf economists said
the United States is seeing the worst
right now — the last three months of
the year — according to a USA
TODAY consensus. The economy is
expected to start to rehtrund by next
summer with a steady growth.

library,” Brar said. “We do

the

services.”
The ID is then confiscated and
given to the PolyCard Office where
the offender can, she said.
The library has a security system
that keeps track of the number of
people who enter and leave, but
doesn’t show' who

is using the

library, at what times and how often.
“We don’t have the breakdown of

facility, Somers said.
The Rec Center is not the only

seniors, juniors, sophomores, fresh

place on campus where card abuse

men or other campus communities

takes place. The Robert E. Kennedy

(using the library),” Brar said.

Library has seen a few recent cases.
Students

have

attem pted

In the future, she said the library

to

is looking to have turnstiles with

check out books using a friend’s Cal

scanners installed at the Reserve

Poly ID card at the circulation desk,

Room entrance to record such data.

said Navjit Brar, assistant dean of

As a result, students may be more

access and bibliographic services.

likely to bting and use their own ID

“As far as we are concerned, our
policy is to check their ID if they

card to use the library and to check
out material.

Vote on ASFs fee
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Meet with us Friday, Nov. 2*''*

Fellows work directly with state
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and the Supreme and Superior
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Flexible dual degree program
Distinguished and accessible faculty put students first
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Cutting-Edge A cadem ic Centers offer certificates in: Law ,
Technology and Com m unications; Global Legal Studies;
Law and Social Justice
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experience in policy-making and
exciting opportunities to jump
start careers in public service.

^

Individualized attention; average class size is 3 0 students
January & August entering classes, fiill- and part-time programs
Full and partial scholarships for entering students with
average L S ATs o f 15(HLow est tuition o f private A BA -approved law schools in
California
Strong judicial internship and clinical education program s

For more information, contact
The Center for California Studies

T H E CAPITAL FELLOWS PROGRAMS
C A L IFO R N IA STATE U N IV ERSITY.
SA CR A M EN TO

California State University.
Sacramento, 6000 J Street

Alumni include partners and associates in leading law firms,
numerous judges and a m em ber o f the United States Congress

Sacramento, C A 95819-6081
Tel: (916) 278-6906
E-mail: calstudies@csus.edu
Website: wvwv.csus.edu/calst
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Prestigious placem ents, including summer associate and
post-graduate positions
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PATRIOTISM
continued from page 1
tiiis happened by sharing onr views and
discussinjj alternatives to the U.S.
response," Arceneaiix said.
Already, publishers are pushing,' new
texts with chapters aKnit terri)rism,
Arceneaux said. He said that texts
should reflect significant events as a
method 4)f answering interests.
Arceneaux sitid courses that would
nomially cover events such ;ts this one
will likely have increased emphasis on
this event specifically, hut it is difficult
to anticipate how classes with change
until the U.S. reaction is complete.
Chrystal Anderson, a journalism
junior, said she has not noticed changes
in the curriculum of her classes, hut that
being a reporter in a reporting class has
definitely forced her to tie in the issue of
the Sept. 11 attacks and the impact they
had.
'‘Tltis event will definitely have an
impact bn the way history hcxiks are
written," Anderson said. ‘‘They will
include information aKiut terrorism
and the way it impacts the 21st centu-
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Over 85 companies
representing a variety of fields
All majors welcome!
Check Career Services web page
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu
for more information.
Also look in Mustang Jobs for other
job listings.
Cal Poly, Building. 124 S

756-2501
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r>’-”
Anderson said patriotism should he
taught in schtx^ls because it teaches a
sease of nationalism and gives students
a sense of community with their fellow
citizens, especially in the K-12 grades.
AnderMHi siud it is imp*.)rtant to say
the ritxJge of Allegiiince, and that stu
dents in the K-12 grades should he
rexquired to do sti.
“It is more important in K-12 than it
is in college, because as college students,
most of our opinions are already fonnexJ.
So'if profe.sstirs try to tell students how
they should tex-d and rcx4uire them U) say
the Pledge of Allegiance, students are
likely to feel that their rights are K*ing
infringcx.1 upon," Andenxin said.
Andersiin said that although most
students are probably suppx>rtive of the
country and its actions riglir now, it is

ERIC HENDERSON/MUSTANG DAILY

Christophe Campmas, a political science junior, poses with an
American flag to show his patriotism. Campmas is a weapons special
ist in the Fourth Marine Division.
imjxirtant to he respectful of differences
of opinion.
“1 don’t

think

the

Pledge

of

“My philosophy teacher likened a
discussion of suicide in Plato’s ‘Phaedo’

Allegiance undemiines any lifestyle or

to the suicide KimK-rs, and gave us an
option todi-scuss the is.sues. But outclass

lesstms,” Anderson said. “TTie term

was unresponsive because we don’t

‘GixJ’ in the Pledge of Allegiance is not

know enough aKxit their culture to

exclusive to one gixJ, hut can he applied

make philosophical insights," Ralston
said.

to any religious entity.”
jes.se Ralston, a computer engineer
ing stiphomore, sitid he notices that flags
and signs are prominent in the Kx:al
communiry and in downtown husinevses. Though he hasn’t noticed many
changes in the curriculum of most of his
classes, an emphasis was placed i>n the
recent terrorist attacks in his philostiphy
class.

Ralston said the impact would he felt
differently in each classnxim. Teachers
shouldn’t push the issue, hut they
should allow di-scussion, he said.
"Tlii> definitely will have a major
impact in the future,’’ Ralston slid. “We
can see it Kang used in es-siiy prontprs,
|>)litical science courses, government
classes and*histor>' classes.”
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yorircN those ftioJs as “moiKl intluoncers."
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K

liquid

drank

ch o co late

increase

to

his libido

guys, don t get any ideas,

foods

Garlic has a history ot heinj; a
healing’ aid an J a stiimilant. The

The root ot claims that certain
inji Montezuma

Mustang Daily

are

aphrodisiacs,

lies

in

Romans Jedicated the spice to the
¡goddess ot tertility, and witches

micient ti>lklore aitd tradition. The

have used garlic

Greeks believed that the anis seed

potions" for years,

liad special powers and that sucking

CdtiKolate has long been consid-

to ancient Chinese times, hut today

dence that
1 »t
mood.

many

says

food

impacts

inconclusive

studies

failed to concretely tie foods and

O ther foods have arguable scien

moods, Neuhaus said.
Caffeine is a mood elevator that

ing powers. Not only can foods pos

increases the heart rate ami the abil

itively affect moods, but they can

ity for the body to burn calories, and

roots in reality. Fiuid was not
also as
aggravate symptoms of anxiety.

causes the release of the “feel-good”

C affeine, sugar and alcohol are

hormone serotonin. This hormone

considered to be the three greatest

relaxes the body, but the release is

aggravators of anxiety, according to

counteracted by the stimulant effect

anxietybusters.com.

of the caffeine. Caffeine makes the

traditions

did

have

Foods have power to
affect tifl€>€>d

Some nutritionists deny a link

brain cells more reactive to light
and noise and causes the person to

between food and mood.
“It is premature to say that food

think and talk more rapidly. The

impacts m ood,” Neuhaus said. “It

effects of caffeine can last anywhere

probably does, but it is so hard to

from one to seven hours.
Foods with high sugar content

define m ood.”
The lack of understanding of

result in the “crash” that comes after

moods can be tied to the com plexi

ingesting large amounts of carbohy

ty of the human brain, he said. Of

drates. These carbohydrates can

50 neurotransmitters in the brain,

lead to fatigue and depression by

scientists

causing a large release of insulin in

understand

three,

the body.

Neuhaus said.

Jif*

“The brain is more com plex than

In general, low-fat, high-protein

the universe,” he said. “W e will

diets cause alertness, and high-com 

never know everything about it.”

plex carbohydrate diets cause a

The idea that food and health
relate to each other can be traced

slowdown in body function, accord
ing to cyberdiet.com .
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As early as the second century, the Romans claimed that oysters, above, had aphrodisiac powers. Because
these sea creatures contain so much protein, today researchers claim that consuming them may also boost
concentration and alertness.
desire. The Romans claimed the

widely and

.iphrodisiac

power ot oysters as

ancient times, and undernourish

with the Greeks and Indians who

early as the second century A .D . In

ment created a loss of libido. In

called It the “nourishment of the

a satire by Juvenal, the author

general, fmtd increased libido and

gods.”

described

ered

an

aphritdisiac,

beginning

w anton

ways

readily available

in

of

fertility rates; some were consid

The list ot foods that can, or sup-

women after ingesting wine and

ered . aphrodisiac because of their

poseslly can, affect moods is long.

eating giant oysters, according to

physical resemblance to genitalia.

From bananas and basil to coffee

gourmetsleuth.com. In reality, oys

“Most of it is a m yth," said Tom

and coriander, a mixture of ancient

ters are very high in protein, which

Neuhaus, assrKiated professor of

causes alertness.

ftx>d science and nutrition. “There

traditions and scientific proof cate-

the

have

tific support for their m ood-chang

A n cien t

wttuld increase sexual

in their “love

is relatively little conclusive evi
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What is contained in the artificial sweetener aspartame?
According to the Consumer Center at www.nutrasweet.com, aspartame is
largely made of two amino acids, which are the building Hocks of proteins.
The two amino acids are aspartic acid and phenylalanine (as well as a methyl
ester). Aspartic acid helps our bodies convert food to energy. Specifically,
infants and children need the phenylalanine found in such foods as milk and
meats for building muscles. The third ingredient, a methyl ester, is also found
naturally in fruits, tomato juice and other fotxls.
Although the sweetener Equal is made from aspartame, its Web site at
www.equal.com contains no information on the subject.
There are a lot of critics of aspartame these days, many of whom say that
artificial sweetener causes any number of serious health problems. Visit
Yahool’s NutraSweet Kelco Company > Consumer Opinion category to
explore the controversy from both sides.
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'Recipe/ o f the/ Week/
Chilean sea bass with light soy and chive sauce
1/2 bunch shallots
4 ounces butter
1/2 cup white wine
1 cup fish stock
1/4 cup heavy cream
3 tablespoons soy
2 large onions
Flour, as needed
Frying oil, as needed
3 bunches scallions
Olive oil, as needed
4 servings potatoes, whipped
2 tomatoes
1 bunch chives
5 pieces Chilean sea bass (6 ounces each)
2 lemons

inter

is

j u s t
around
rhe cor
ner. As

more important to our health.
How can you help build your

known herbs, that have recent
ly gained recognition for help

immune system this winter and
after? Merely alter your diet.

ing to improve the immune sys
tem are rich in vitamin C ,
carotenoids and flavonoids,

contain phytochemicals, which
naturally produce nonessenttal

Progression: Sauté the bass with olive oil, salt and pepper to taste. When thoroughly cooked,
squeeze lemon juice on fish. Ready to eat: To serve, place some whipped potatoes on the center
of the plate. Add tomatoes and chives to the sauce, place around the potatoes. Place the fish on
the piitatoes and top with tried onions. Serve hot.
COURTESY RECIPE AND PHOTO/WWW.FOODTV.COM

N e e d TRAFFIC SCHOOL, but d o n ’t
I want to waste time in an 8-hour class?
I

'T rafflcS ch oo l.com
offers o n -lin e an d w orkbook
I traffic school 24/7 in the convenience of your own home.
I A |B
On-line a t www.trofflctchool.com
I vO *U U
Order Toll-Free at. 1-800-691-5014
I Promotion Code; mustartg (ir»t*f c o d * oniin« or con toii-fr*«/Exp4iM i / ia u )
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C o lle g e s

Attend NSE Informational Meeting

November IS, 11:7Cam
www.iKe.orj

toughen the immune system by
binding with and inactivating
cell-dam aging compounds in
your body. It is important to
note that phytochemicals are
only available in plant foods,
such as truits and vegetables.
Taking supplements in substi
tution lor these plant foods is
imptissihle since phytochemi

in University Union, Room 219

Application deadline is Febryary 18, 2002

cals are not synthetically pro
duced.
Fruits, vegetables, whole
grains and a variety of nuts are

Live and study in London this Spring!
It will be the experience
nmm.
r
rr ,
LONDON STUDY
of your lifetime!
ww

r

Thursday, November 15th
•

Open to ALL malors

X Wr

11:00 am—12:00 noon
in Fisher Science Bldg 38 Rm 286

as

antioxidants

are

lycopene,
phenolics,
organosulfides and isoflavones.
Some traditional herbs com 
mon in the American diet are
chives, garlic, ginger, onions,
licorice root, flaxseed, ginseng,
green and black tea, rosehips
and saffron. Fresh garlic and
onions prepared in soups or
teas are herbs that will also

serve as an excellent .source of
rhe antioxidants. Herbal teas
made with Echinacea, sage or
ginseng may also help build
your immune system. Try rose
hip tea with lemon for your
next daily dose of vitamin C.
W ater is a vital component

will help to optimize immune
activity hy maintaining fluid

and spinach, and vegetables,
such as carrots, bell peppers,
tomatoes, onions, brcKcoli and

balance, transporting nutrients
and waste products, regulating

squash, are excellent sources of

body temperature and trigger
ing vital chem ical reactions.

vitamin C , heta-carotene and
many other naturally occurring
antioxidants. You may als<i add

[Jin k in g water is a critical
com ponent in fighting off
infection since water helps to

fruits, such as peaches, grapes,
melons and citrus, to that list.

maintain moisture in mucous
membranes. A t least eight
glasses of water are recom 

almonds and walnuts. Some of
the best sources of selenium are

just how much of these
plant-ha.sed foods should you
eat? The U SH A ’s Food Cniide
Pyramid recommends consum
ing a minimum of two servings
ot fruits, three servings ot veg
etables

and

six

servings of

grains on a daily basis. These
anuTunts may vary on an indi
vidual h.isis, htiwever. Rut con 

Student Informational Meeting

act

um, magnesium and zinc. Leafy
greens, such as lettuce, kale

whole grains, broccoli, fish and

London Study Program Spnng 2002

N utrition,
volume
7.
Additional types of phyto
chemicals found in herbs that

of a healthy, immune-building
diet regime. I'frinking water

Antioxidants, such as vitamin

For more informotion (ootoct the NSE Coordinator, Monica Schechter @ Internotionol Education and Programs Office, Bldg. 38, Rm. 106 756-5964.

American Journal of Clinical

verts to vitam in A in the
body), lycopene, flavonoids,
vitamin C , vitamin E, seleni

E, zinc and magnesium, are
abundant in whole grains,
wheat germ, sunflower seeds,

NaHottal

according to “H ealth-prom ot
ing properties of com m on
herbs"
published
in The

Antioxidants Help toughen the immune system hy
binding with and inactivating celTdamaging com 
pounds in your body.

nutrients and antioxidants
such as b eta-carotene (c o n 

V tu c iy A w a y in t h e

• Affordoble in state tuition rotes
• Ethnkaily diverse tompuses
• High degree of progrom compotibility

nutrients that serve as antioxi
dants.
A ntioxidants
help

loaded with immune-building

Court Approved Throughout CoMlomta

none $cnoon
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ta n g

Adding herbs to your diet
also helps to boost your
immune system and help fight
off infections. Some well-

etables, is one sure way to fos
ter your defen.se system. Plants

Make the garnish: Slice the onion, dredge in flour. Shake off excess and fry until golden brown.
Keep warm on a paper towel. Cut the scallion and sauté with olive oil. Mix with the whipped
potatoes. Salt and pepper to taste. Keep warm. Peel, de-seed and dice tomatoes. Cut chives.

sugar foods, will enhance opti
mal functioning of the immune
system.

W
the cool and rainy months
approach, the need tor a stronf»
immune system becomes even

Consuming a varied, plantbased diet, including grains,
fruits, legumes, seeds and veg

Make the sauce: Slice shallots, sauté with butter and add white wine. Cook until liquid totally
reduces, add fish stock and reduce liquid again by one-half. Add heavy cream. Blend with 2
ounces of butter; add the soy, salt and pepper to taste. Keep warm.

instead ot high fat or high

suming

vegetables,

mended

for

normal

bodily

function.
Eating a diet rich in fruits,
vegetables, legumes and whole
grains is essential for boosting
the immune system to fight off
infection this winter. Produce,
grains and herbs contain
numennis types of phytochemi
cals that help create a strong
defense system. Let’s make an
honest effort to fill our plates
with a colorful variety of veg
etables, beans, fruits ami grains
for most i>f t>ur inc.iK. Your
body will thank you ft't it when
the coKK and flu pass you by

whole

graitts and truits at each meal,
or as snacks during the day

Wendi Lelke is a kinesiology
senior
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Pro/Con: ASI fee referendum

ASI needs more fees/ Don't waste your money
When 1 first heard aK)iit the fee retereiulum
we’re votinj^ on t(Klay and tomorrow, 1 had my
doubts about whether it would pass,
1 had the standartl knee-jerk reaction most
cash-strapped students have when faced with payint; more for collet>e: Tltere’s no way I’m miittij to
yive up more t'f my haril-eamed money.
As .A.Sl’s commissiiMUT t^f public relations, 1
s|vrit significant enerj^iv' reconciling this internal
conflict: how could 1, in ^ixs.1 conscience, advo
cate my fellow students’ \’ote for a fee increase
that 1 myself w.isn’t confident in voting Kir.’
But then I heard what I believe to lx- the most
convinciity fact in support of the referendum: the
last time the ASI prot,Tamminy fee was increa.sed,
Nixon was president, students were listenintj to
the Partridge Family’s “I Tliink 1 Love You" and
watchintJ “The Brady Bunch,” “Patton” won an
Academy Award, and Cal Poly was a very differ
ent place.
Tlie time was 1970. ASI was supportinji a mere
10,000 students. The ASI profjramminy fee was
aKmt $12 per quarter.
Qmtrast that to the Cal Poly i>f tixlay. ASI rep
resents 17,000 students. ASI supports prof^ams
that didn’t even exist in 1970, like Club Ser\’ices.
And those $12 are now worth $2.87.
TTiat’s not a t^yx). Tltirty-one years of inflation
is prett>- powerfxil.
IX'spite this, ASI has manayed to provide more
setA’ices to a t^reater number of students over the
years, all while the value of their income has erixlcxl. ASI has acctMiiplisheil this “ma^ic” by usiny
reserv’e funds for the past four years.
This pattern obvtously can’t continue. ASI
cannot provide the sitme number of ser\ ices and
projiramminn that it currently dix's on three “real
dollars” a quarter {xr student. It’s simple econom
ics, which will continue to worsen as time mxs on.
lYxs this mean that should the referendum mtt
pass, ASI will be packing its bays and the UU will
lx shut down? Not at all.
But It will have a real impact. Students will see

a chanye within the next two years, and ASI
would have to beyin askiny us as early as this
spriny alxxit what proyrams are really imptirtant
and what proyrams should be cut. Tl'ien the biu.1yet shaviny and cuts would Ixyin.
This fee increase is all(K'ated to support ASI’s
proyramminy serx ices and will directly Ixnefit us.
.ASI Club SetA’ices, which supports the iOO-plus
clubs on campus, ASI Events, which puts on UU
Hour, concerts and other special events. Poly
Escape's and student yovemment will yet the
money. Tlie laryest portions yo to ASI Events and
Club Services.
With the breadth of student pmyrams support
ed by this referendum, 1 challenye
anyone to pnn e they haven’t ben
efited from these services. If you’ve
never been to a club-sponsored
event, listened to a concert diiriny UU Hour or
planned a trip at Poly Escapes, you miyht wimt to
check and make sure you’re a Cal Poly student.
Tltis vote also serves future students by tyiny
the ASI fee to an index that will keep ASPs fiindiny constant with the pace of inflation. Calliny
this referendum a fee “increase” is deceptive in
that the “increa.se” is really a “re-indexiny” i>f cur
rent fundiny sci all of ASI’s proyrams can contin
ue at their current level, with sttme nx>m to
expand. This referendum ensures that ASI will
never K' put in the position of makiny up three
decades of neylect in one year.
As much as this may seem to be aKnit fees and
proyrams, this vote effectively asks every student,
what kind of quality of life do you want duriny
your time here at Cal Poly?
Tltat’s what tixlay and tomorrow’s vote will
answer.
And even thouyh I miyht crinye a bit when I
have ttt write that first check with the new fee, I’ll
still K' votiny “Yes.”
I want my ASI, and I’m williny to pay for it.

Some students may remember a few years
ayo when members of C?ampus Crusade for
Christ wore bright yellow T-shirts to school for
a week, depicting the slogan, “I agree with
Jimmy." All of us non-religious students were
forced to brood in silence, frustrated that we
didn’t kmnv what the slogan meant until even
tually we were forced to ask. (By the way, it was
just a meager attempt to force religious discus
sion.)
A similar ploy to keep Cal Poly students
from festering in apathy is underway this quar
ter - this time led by Associated Students Inc.
This time, the T-shirts are bright
orange and feature a rip-off of
the MTV astronaut and the slo
gan, “I want my A SI.” Fear rutt if you haven’t figured out what the T-shirt
means, it’s just a phrase to let the student body
know that ASI wants more money. Where is
this money going to come from? The students,
of course, where else? Now, the ironic part
about this commentary is that Pm going to
explain to you why you should hold on to your
precious dollars instead of dishing them out to
ASI, and most of you don’t even know what
this elusive “ASI” is to begin with.
Which brings me nicely to my first point why would you ever agree to give money to an
entity that you don’t know anything about?
ASI is asking the student body to vote on a ref
erendum that would increase tuition by $16 a
quarter, up from $23.75. In all of the inhirmational propaganda that they are handing out,
you’ll notice that they never state exactly
where this money is gtiiny. They vaguely
describe it as “ASI services.” Sounds a bit
dodgy to me, especially since ASI controls so
much on campus: The Rec Center, Poly
Escapes and Second Edition to name a few.
lA xs this mean after we shell out $16 a quarter

Commentaries

J. Paul Reed is a computer science senior.

of our precious money, we’ll get more photo
copies, more running machines in the gym or
more hiking trips? They haven’t told us.
Supposedly this referendum is quite a big
deal, though. I mean, everyone in ASI has
been wearing those shirts for months and wor
rying about what they will do if the referendum
doesn’t pass when students vote on Nov. 14
and 15. So, I asked a member of ASI what ser
vices would decrease if students voted against
the referendum. The answer was vague and
basically boiled down to ... nothing. Students
will still be able to make their copies, run in
the gym or go hiking. Sure, tho.se particular ser
vices won’t improve, but I’m pretty happy with
the way they are and have hardly been affected
by them at schoid anyway.
I understand, though, that some students are
swayed by the moderately persuasive argument
that ASI hasn’t increased its service fee in over
30 years. For all you do-gooders out there, it’s
important tharyou read between the lines. ASI
isn’t ju.st going to stop increasing fees at $16 a
quarter; the fee will rise or fall every year
according to an inflation rate measured by the
Higher Education Price Index. Inflation has
certainly been on the rise, which only means
the ASI fee will increase every year as well.
Money is a .scarce commodity for college stu
dents, yet it seems someone always wants it.
Usually we have no choice but to give it to
whixver asks - the bills have to be paid, tuition
is required to go to .schixd and you have to eat
to stay alive. Well, here’s your chance to vote
against giving your money away. If you don’t
vote, you don’t have a choice and if yiiu vote in
favor of the referendum, you’ll be wasting
money that you don’t have. Obvuiusly, there’s
only one option here.

Kirsten Orsini-Meinhard is a journalism senior.

Letters to the editor
Try not to antagonize the
crazy people
Editor,
It IS long overdue that someone revealed this
fact to the nation: your lives are pretty much just
as much in peril now as they were when we had
the World Trade Center. Anyone you have met
or pas.sed by tixlay am id have slain you beft>re
you saw it coming.
Every day you tnist that no tme wants to kill
you that badly. Litely, so much of our respttnses
are superficial. Sure, making it harder to enter
into this country' might keep out a terrorist or
two. Then again, do you really think terrorists
with questionable backgrounds will be sent after
we announce our new, harder system? No, they’ll
send the new recruits with the clean records that is, if they enter the coiintr>’ legally with
their real diKuments. lYxiiments can be fiuged
and borders can be passed without any immigra
tion prixess. On the latter, just ask Mexico. If
someone is really detemiined to enter our coun
try and blow things up, more government con
trol isn’t going to stop them.
Of course, why are we s<i worried about people
from outside the nation? We could build a big

wall around the nation and let no one in, but as
the Oklahoma City Kmibing taught us, we have
our fair share t>f Kimb-building psychopaths. So
we still can’t be sure that w-e’re .safe.
The best we can do is try not to provoke crazy
people like Osama bin Ltden. There are more
than 6 billitm people in this world; at least a cou
ple thousand of them are cra:ry enough to blow
themselves and you to smithereens. It only tixik
aKmt a dozen to destroy the World Trade Center
and some of the Pentagon.
I guess what I’m trying to say is that there
have always been crazy people ixit there. We
can’t stop all of them, so let’s just try not to
antagonize them (as we often do in the Middle
East), and live our lives with knowledge that we
could all die at any moment and there isn’t a
danged thing that we could do about it.

James Medina is an economics sophomore.

Antics at Mock Rock were
disappointing
Editor,
I am writing this letter with a heavy heart.
Never in my life have I been sti full of disgust.
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anger and disappointment. I am ashamed to call
myself a Cal Poly student.
Thursday evening I hurried to Farmers
Market after class to join the crowd in w atch
ing the annual M txk Rixk contest. As a part
of Cal Ptily’s homecoming tradition, M txk
R txk is a great event. There’s just something
aK>ut it that everyone enjoys.
Well, that’s what I thought and that’s how 1
felt ... until now. I enjoyed myself as I stexxJ in
the crowd watching different groups take the
stage, hut one group ruined that feeling. A
young man decided to paint his face and arms
brown in order to imitate Ja Rule. This hold
yet ignorant move made me sick to my stom
ach. 1 overheard stimeone say it was “all in
gtxxl fun.” 1 don’t know what is worse: that
excuse or people actually believing that to be
true. As I watched this young man on stage, I
wondered how any of the people he was “per
forming” with could think it was OK.
I heard chatter all through the crowd, and
suddenly another ytiung man rushed the stage
and started to hit the guy who had been on
stage. I don’t condone violence; however, I
was glad something had been done to sti>p it.
It’s a shame that we, as an audience, allowed it

Sonia Slutzki editor in chief
Tori Walsh managing editor
Michelle Hatfield news editor
Karin Driesen opinion editor
Erica Tower arts & features editor
David Mintz sports editor
Aaron Lambert photo editor
Evann Castaido, Jenifer Hansen,
Robin Nichols copy editors
Crystal Myers assistant photo editor
Michelle Abraham, Jeff McKeown layout designers
Teresa Allen faculty adviser
Patrick Munroe graphics adviser

to go on and did not stop it ourselves.
This is not where my disgust ends. Petiple
wanted this group to go back on stage! I was
shtx:ked. This blatant display of racism and
disrespect was being supported. No, it d ixsn ’t
end there. I’ve saved the worst tor last. Before
this group went on, I saw the young man who
was painted talking to one of the judges. I now
sit here wishing that when I saw this guy that
I had gone over to him and said something.
But he was talking to a judge, someone in
charge. 1 never thought they would allow him
to go on. How in the world did anyone think
it was OK for this to happen? How could any
one support such despicable behavior?
It is sad that a town and a college that prides
itself on excellent education can be so blind
and ignorant. It is sad that Mock Rcx:k will
now have a tainted reputation. Gcxxl judg
ment was not used in this situation. It lacked
respect, intelligence and integrity. I hope
above all else that the parties involved realize
that what they did (or did not do), no matter
what their part, was in no way acceptable.

Angela Groppe«! is a speech communication
junior.

production manager Sheri Sakamoto
ad manager Nick McClure
national ad director Jenny Ferrari
classified ad manager Melissa Hunnicutt
circulation Justin Brown
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Clinton's Georgetown speech sparks controversy
By Arianne A ryanpur

history of terrorism against slaves

THE HOYA

and Native Americans.

(U -W IR E ) W A SH IN G TO N —
The
Georf^etown
U niversity
Lecture Fund has submitted an edi
torial letter to T h e Washinj^ton
Times in response to its article co v 
ering»

former

President

Bill

The Lecture Fund’s letter asserts

S iaid.

last

provide students with an opportu

The Times, a traditionally co n 

Thursday to discuss what he saw to

nity to hear the perspective of an

servative paper, will publish the

he the former president’s intended

individual with eight years of presi

message with

dential

that The Times’ article dem onstrat

Lecture

ed a different focus compared to

Tuesday.

oth er

nationally

reputed

“T h e

Fund’s

editorial

letter

news

George W ashington U niversity’s

sources such as the Associated Press

newspaper, The H atchet, has also

and C N N .

submitted an editorial letter to The

O ’Reilly

F a cto r”

Bill O ’Reilly and

exp erien ce,

Konechusky

Times Assistant N ational Editor

said. C lin to n was not asked to

Jeffrey Kühner. He also addressed

speak about a specific topic, hut

“1 don’t think (C lin to n ’s) inten

Times criticizing what it saw to be

‘7 don't think (Clintons) intention was to say that

tion was to say that we’re paying a

the reporter’s personal bias and

we're paying a price for past terrorist acts today."

price for past terrorist acts today,”

m isinterpretation

the events and misinterpreted Mr.

said Andrew Konechusky, lecture

president’s remarks.

C lin to n ’s remarks," according to
the Lecture Fund.

fund vice president for External

The Nov. 8 article, “C lin ton

believed that by referring to slavery

speech has received media atten 

the Lecture Fund and School of

choose to focus on terrorism and

Calls Terror a U .S. Debt to Past,”

and

tion from several conservative news

Foreign Service’s purpose for invit

the Sept. 11 attacks, he said.

stated that the formet president

C lin to n

C lin to n ’s speech at GeorRetown
last Wednesday. The article “both
misrepresented factual aspects of

Affairs.

Konechusky

oth er

said

historical

intended

to

he

events,
place

the

Since
intended

last

of the

former

A nd rew Konechusky

W ednesday,

message

of

lecture fund vice president at Georgetown

the

C lin to n ’s

sources, such as the Fox News n et

ing Clinton to speak at the univer
sity.

said A m erica is “payinf» a price
today” for slavery and for looking

events of Sept. 11 into a historical

work and the radio-show host Rush

con text of terrorism.

Limbaugh.

“the other way when a significant

“The speech had a progression

As a nonpartisan, student-run

number of N ative Americans were

of: terrorism has a history, we have

dispossessed and killed.” It focused
on several statements by the former
president that referred to A m erica’s

paralyzed

“Our only hope is that people
will go to the Georgetown Web

Konechusky asserted that the

site, watch or read the speech in its

Lecture Fund’s goal is to bring a

entirety, and make an informed

organization, “(the Lecture Fund)

diverse

to

decision by themselves without the

always gotten through it, we will

is not looking to take any sides in

Georgetown and that Clinton was

bias of The W ashington Times or

pull through this and we can ’t be

this,” Konechusky said.

just another one of such speakers.

any

The university’s intention was to

Konechusky said.

by fear,” Konechusky

Konechusky appeared on Fox’s

group

of

speakers

oth er

pu b lication ,”

Questions linger over next phase of anthrax attack
By Earl Lane

jones, an anthrax

researcher at

the laboratory facilities needed to

scenario that has to be on the hori

could be used for a much more dead

NEW SDAY

Louisiana State University. Even

grow anthrax bacteria, turn them to

zon that we have to be preparing

ly attack in the future, he .said.

that quantity, if dispersed efficiently,

a dormant form called spores, and

for,” Evans said.

could

process them

W A SH IN G TO N

—

W ith

the

outbreak of terror-related anthrax

threaten

thousands in an

into a dry, finely

cases abating, specialists say it is

enclosed arena or large office build
ing, experts say.

hard to predict if the person or group

If the terrorist has the knowledge

behind the attacks may have even

and wherewithal to quickly produce
additional amounts of anthtax, why

anything,” said Gregory Evans, a

more harrowing plans in mind.
Only a gram or two of anthrax

grained powder.

the

“1 think we have very few clues of
what is actually going on here, and
that is what scares me as much as

“Catastrophic terrorism is here,”

Michael Osterholm, director of
University

C en ter

for

of

M innesota’s

Infectious

Osterholm said. “They’ve got a hell
of a ‘bullet.’ All they need is a better

Disease

‘gun.’” The “gun” used in the inci

Research and Policy, warned that a

dents so far was low-tech delivery of

more ambitious bioterrorism attack
could follow, just as terrorists esca

anthrax through the mail.
William Patrick III, a leader of the

haven’t more anthrax-laced letters

specialist on bioterrorism

lated their assault on the World

powder was used in the current letter

old U .S. biowcapons programs dur

appeared?

Louis University.

Trade Center from a 1993 bombing

attacks, according to some reports,

ing the 1960s, said recently that

“There

—

calls World

whoever sent the letters to Daschle

Trade Center 1 — to the devastating

and others does not appear to have

are

no

practical

at St.

and several experts said they doubt

restraints," said Hugh-Jones, only

“We don’t know if this is a lone
person with access to lab facilities”

the sender has the industrial-scale

“the psychology of the person who’s

or whether the anthrax powder was

airliner attacks on Sept. 11, World

equipment to make the many pounds

the

running it." The person may be wait

Trade Center II.

needed for an outdixir dispersal of

amounts of anthrax-laden powder.

ing until the high state of alert

made or purchased abroad, he said.
Evans said even a gram or two of

“I don’t think people really get it

the deadly bacteria over a large pop

“I believe the material is high

lessens or may want to keep an

high-quality anthrax spores, if dis

yet,” Osterholm said last week. The

ulated area.

quality, small quantity,” Patrick said.

unpredictable pattern, according to

persed as a plume of breathable air

pure, finely milled anthrax-laden

Translating a small-scale laboratory

Hugh-jones and others.

borne particles over an arena crowd

powder sent to the office of Senate

to an industrial operation, he said, is

It is also jTossible that the terrorist
diK's not have continued access to

or other large gathering, could affect

Majority Leader Tom Daschle, D.S.D., on O ct. 15 is of a quality that

see ANTHRAX, page 10

Still, making a gram or so “is a
week or 10 days work, depending
how you do it," said Martin Hugh-

a thousand people or more. “T h at’s a

We’re not like every
other high-tech company.
We’re hiring.

what Osterholm

capacity , to

produce

large
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Patrick James w ill
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important interviews!

No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth.To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com .
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Students paying back
loans have options
By Dylan Sullivan

is more expensive than standard

THE M A N E A T ER

repaym ent because ot increased

(U -W IR E )
—

C O L U M B IA .

Mo.

An undergraduate at a tour-

year public institution graduates
with an average ot $ l 1,950 in stu
dent debt, according to Missouri
Student

A ssistan ce

R esource

Services.

interest,

average

period, making

m onthly

Two other options are incom e-

“U nlike

to be prepared for the potential of

experts said the public health sys

more casualties in the future,” said

tem must he prepared fttr new and

Dr. Bob Brooks, associate dean for

unpredictable bioterrorism attacks

Health Affairs at Florida State

in the future.

University and former secretary of

victims have been recovered from
the site of the fiery wreck, allowing

said. “You’re still
going to have to

COnSUmcr debt,

the investigation to proceed unhin
dered, she said.
N TSB

member

Black

reporters that the cockpit voice

you may end up

recorder, recovered Monday, picked

CariAnne Cutshall raying m ore, but

up sounds of an “airframe rattling

.

loan

MOSTARS spokeswoman

your

noise” after Flight 587 rook off

debt gets small-

at

least

Monday without incident and was

er.

climbing

The extended plan can length

lot ot repaym ent op tion s,” said

en the repaym ent period to 25

C ariA n n e C u tsh all,

years but will lead to a higher

M O ST A R S

spokeswoman.

The most encouraged option is

standard repaym ent, dividing the

prepaym ent. In that plan, borrow 

loan

ers pay off a portion of the loan

equal

m onthly

pay

ments. The U .S . D epartm ent of

while

Education strongly

M O STA R S, even as little as $ 2 0

recom m ends

that option.
C am ille,

in sch o o l.

A cco rd in g

away

from

John

F.

Kennedy International A irport,
bound for the Dominican Republic.
The initial sound of shaking
from the fuselage came one minute
and 47 seconds after the plane had
powered up for take-off on the run
way below.
Prior to that, a preliminary analy
sis of the 30-minute recording indi
cated no abnormalities. Black said.
About seven seconds after the
rattling sound, the recorder picked
up a comment from Capt. Edward
States about wake turbulence from
the jet ahead.
Another seven seconds later, the
rattling noise was heard again. It
was quickly followed by the voice of
co-pilot Sten Molin, who was flying
the take-off, calling for more power

Any regular sandwich
or salad & a
20 oz. fountain drink!

principle substantially.
“If your grandm other dies and

of Financial A id, said th at option

you get some money, your best
Cam ille said.

they should see it they can pay for

T h at option, however, is not

more each m on th ," he said. “If

practical for some students, espe

someone has a $ 1 0 0 per m onth

cially those who are full-tim e stu

payment and they get a raise, then

dents.

they can pay $ 1 2 5 or $ 1 5 0 ."

“It would be very difficult for

l-tOGO^ I

said freshman Stephanie Sooter,

and reduce the am ount ot interest,

who borrows $ 2 ,0 0 0 per semester.

1023 Monterey

Cam ille said.

“To do th at, I would need to get a

Next to the Fremont Theater

job.”

repaym ent, which gives borrowers

W h a te v e r

o p tion

borrow ers

lower payments early in the repay

choose, it is im portant for them to

ment period and

retire the loan as soon as possible,

increases pay

ments later. A lthough that option

Cutshall said.

AN ARMY OF ONE

IF YOU THINK A NIGHT
IN A FOXHOLE IS TOUGH,
TRY A LIFETIME IN A CUBICLE.
The U.S. Army offers 212 different career opportunities
in fields ranging from medicine, construction and law
enforcement to accounting, engineering and intelligence.
You’ ll be trained. Then you’ ll use those skills from the
first day on the job. It’s a great way to start moving in
the direction you want to go.

Rnd One of 212 Ways to Be A Soldier
at GOARMY.COM
or call 1-800-USA-ARMY.
Contact your local recruiter.
And we ll help you find what's best for you.

take-off roll on the ground, the
cockpit voice recorder picked up
comments from the pilots indicat
ing that they were losing control.
The recording ended 17 seconds
later.
Black said the investigation thus
far has shown no signs of a cata
strophic engine failure, despite early
suspicions based on prior problems
with the type of engine on the |
Airbus. He said, however, that no
final

conclusions

have

been i

reached.

winter / Spring Quarters

I

will help pay off the loan faster

graduated

seconds after the plane began its

MU 1 7 0 /3 7 0 -1 UNIT
MTWF 11:10-12:00
or
MW 5:10-6:30

me to start paying off my loan ,”

is

Then, two minutes and seven

UNIVERSITY JAZZ BANDS

Void with other offers
•Expires 12/1/01*

Paying more than the minimum

plan

from the jet’s two engines.

Auditions OPEN for

option is to pay off the loan ,”

“O nce they get into repaym ent,

health for the state of Florida.

to

U niversity of Missouri’s director
could present problems.

W ashington,

TRUMPET PLAYERS
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per m onth can decrease the loan’s
Joseph

and

“It would be unwise for us as a

overall cost.

The least expensive option is
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back, and
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H ow ever,

D .C .,

Most of the remains of the 260

m en t,” Cutshall

sumer debt, student loans have a

in to

Florida

the flight.

“In the incom e-sensitive plan,

loaUS huVC d lot o f
repayment options.

carry them .

ster the public health infrastructure

trols and other technical aspects of

the loan holder lowers the pay

Kvm.s'^flr''the'^48
who

on the anthrax cases in New York,

on how the pilots worked the con

their payments on their m onthly

“ JJr ilik e

students

continued from page 9

continued from page 3

tormer allows borrowers to base

......... ...

higher education

further terrorist acts and not to bol

sensitive and extended plans. The

are other ways to

percent of U .S .

tors continue to search for answers

FLIGHT 587

ation.

paym ents

$ 1 5 0 . But there w

nation to ignore the potential for

give bortow ers

incomes.

year repaym ent

ANTHRAX

While FBI and police investiga

not easy. Large-scale equipment
behaves differently, he said, than
“your test tube and centrifuge" on a
lab bench.

reliet in the tirst years after gradu

Most ot these loans have a 10the

it can
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Audition sign-up sheets
Outside of Room 214-A, BLDG 45 (Music)
Or for more info, contact Paul Rinzier
756-5792 or prinzler® calpoly.edu

549-8667

WRAP
W ASTE REDUCTION
AW ARDS PROGRAM
W

I

N

N

E

For the seventh year Campus Dining
has been a W aste Reduction Awards
Program , WRAP, winner for efforts in
w a s te r e d u c t i o n a n d r e c y c l i n g .
WRAP is an annual awards program
established in 1 9 9 3 by the California
Integrated Waste Management Board to
recognize California businesses that have
m ade ou tstan d in g effo rts to red u ce
nonhazardous waste and send less garbage
to landfills. Realizing that the business
sector generates more of the State’s waste,
the purpose of the WRAP aw ard is to
recognize companies that develop creative
and aggressive p rogram s. P ractices
evalu ated include w aste p reven tion ,
m aterials reu se, recy clin g , recy cled
p ro d u ct p ro cu rem en t and em ployee
education.
Campus Dining began recycling efforts
several y e a rs ago with a ca rd b o a rd
recycling program, which has expanded

R
to re cy clin g m an y o th e r item s and
puchasing recycled product. This total
waste reduction program strives to balance
cost saving from waste stream reduction
with the costs of purchasing recycled and
recyclable products. Trash hauling has
been reduced by more than 50%, yielding
some cost savings.
Cam pus Dining re cy cles all th eir
cardboard and much of their office and
prom otional literature. Containers are
collected for recycling in kitchen and
customer areas. Produce scraps are given
to the stu d en t su stain ab le farm for
com posting and foods are donated to
county food banks. Recycled paper is used
for computers, stationery, business cards
and many other printed items and other
recycled /recy clab le m aterials are used
w henever p ractical. Thanks for your
effo rts to-rfecycle, which has helped
Campus Dining win this aw ard again.
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Bush orders a full
tank for nation ^s
petroleum reserve
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WASHINGTON — President Bush
ordered the jiovemment Tuesday to fill
up the nations emergency stockpile of
oil, tiiking advantage of low prices to provide the natitm with greater long-term
energy security.
Energy Secretary Sp>encer Abraham
said potential temmsm or the military
strikes in Afghiinistan were not key fac
tors in Bush’s decision.
Rather, Abraham told reporters at the
White House, the suxrkpile is substan
tially lower than it was eight years ago
and the administration simply wants to
restore the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
to capacity as a precautkin.
“There’s not any linkage to ;my kind
of specific dismption threat, hut we think
it’s a wise policy,” he said.
Bush’s directive came a day before a
scheduled meeting in Vienna, Ai istria, of
the Organization of Petroleum Expciiting
Gxintries to discuss cutting prixluction
to help K)Lster siigging oil prices.
“The Strategic Petroleum Reserve is
an imptirtant element of our nation’s
energy security,” Bush said in a state
ment. He ordered the reserve to he fillt\l
“in a deliberate and cost-effective man
ner,” largely with oil to he provided by oil
companies in lieu of royalty payments to
the government for drilling on federal
property.
Amid a worldwide economic ckTwntum, oil prices reached a twivyear low
earlier this month, as demand for oil con
tracted by aK»ut 750,000 Kitrels a day in
the third quarter. That brought the
demand down to 75.7 million barrels a
day, according to the International
Energ>' Agency in Paris.
Bush’s action was hailcsJ by memK*rs
of Qingmss from oil-pnxlucing states.
“Filling the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve will pmvide America with a
vitally impv)rt;mt ‘rainy ckty’ reserve t>f
crude oil in the event of future supply dismptions,” siiid Rep. Billy Tauzin, R-Li.,
chaimtan of the House Energ>- and
Ckimmerce Oimmittee. “It is import,uit
for iHir ccorKHTiy and it is imp*)TTant funn
a national securit>' staivlpoint.”
Rep. Joe BiUton, R-Tex;», chairm;in of
a HiHise energ>’ and powx'r subcommit
tee, .said Bush’s mvTve is particularly
important Keause of the prospect that
the war agaiast temirism could ».lismpt
U.S. relatiiins with sv>me Mivklle East

countries. The reserve. Barton said, is
“the most significant asset we have
against severe supply dismption, which is
a real ptTssibility.”
Bush has sought tcT make reducing
U.S. dependence on foreign oil a centerpiece of his administration. TTie GC^Pcontrolled House endorsed many of his

‘‘Filling the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve will
provide America with a
vitally important ‘rainy
day’ reserve o f crude oil in
the event o f future supply
disruptions.”
Billy Tauzin

chairman of the House Energy
and Commerce Committee
energy initiatives, including drilling in
the Arctic National Wildlife Rehige. But
the administration’s enetg>’ bill stalled in
the I^emiKrat-controlled Senate, first
because of partisan differences, more
recently because the chamber has been
pretKCupied with anti-terrorism legisla
tion.
Congress created the reserve — a
string of salt caverns along coastal Texas
and Lxiisiana near the Gulf of Mexico
— in 1975 as a respoase to the 1973
Oganization of Petroleum Exporting
Qxintries oil embargo, which caused
widespreikf economic dislixation among
Western nations.
The reserve currently hokls aKxit 544
million bairels of oil. Kit has a capacity of
700 million barrels.
According to the Energy IX-pamnent,
U.S. pt'noleuin coasumption in 2000
was 19.4 million Kirads a day.
Bush s;iid, “C\ir current oil invento
ries, and those of our allies who hold
strategic shKks, are sufficient to nuvt any
pvitential near-temi dismption in sup
plies. Filling the (mseae) up to c;tpacit>'
will strengthen the long-tenn energysecurity of the Uniteil States.”
Tlie reserve was last tapped in
SeptemK*r 2000, when Pmsident
Clinton adeased 30 mtlluHt himds u>
help iiHxlerate g.isidine prices that then
hikl a'-.wheil rrH>a' th,in $2 a gallon in
siHiie parts of the country.
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A nnouncements
Now on Campus! Narcotics
A nonym ous Meeting: Fri. 6-7pm
Graphic Arts Bldg Room 205.
Open to all.

Don’t “bogart” that
Mustang Daily
pass It on!
McNab/Labx, female, free to good
home. 2 yrs, loving, obedient, but
too energetic for my young kids.
Great work dog. Spayed.
528-8092 or 756-2330

I A n nouncem ents I A nnouncements
Fraternities - Sororities
C lubs - Student G roups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. D oes not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit

A A Meeting On Cam pus!
Meets weekly in rm. 153 Health
Center Bldg. 27 Medical Library.
Thurs. 11:00 AM

Skydive Taft Student Discount
Tandem Skydive $139.00
Accelerated Free Fall $239.00
661-765-JUMP
www.skydivetaft.com

Campus Clubs
Sales and Marketing position
-Telecommunications & computer
networking company needs
self-motivated individuals eager
to learn new technologies,
sales experience preferred.
Must be computer literate.
FAX resume to 781-2299

Employment

H omes For Sale

Caregiver for severely mentally
impaired 17 yr. old girl. Part-time.
Weekend availability $10-$12 hr.
801-2910

H ouses and C ond os for Sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in S L O call
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990
www.NelsonRealEstateSLO.com

CLUBS
Interested in Public Relations?
Check out the PR professionals,
a new student club.
Thurs. 11-12, bldg. 26 rm. 205.

For Sale
Crate Bass Am p excellent cond.
756-2537.

Classifieds are Killer!!
Call 756-1143

T ravel
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancún, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Get free meal plan. Now
hiring Campus Reps
1-800-234-7007

,

*

ASI Fee Referendum Information
Referendum voting:
November 14th &15th, 2001, SAM to 4PM (Cal Poly ID card required)
Polling locations:
Fisher Science, University Union, Dexter Lawn, Ag Bridge, and the Rec Center.
mvw.fees, calpoly. edu/referendum. him

OBJECTIVE STATEMENT
ASI fees have not been increased in thirty years. This proposal would increase the ASI fee effective Fall Quarter 2002 and is intended for the continuation o f
current ASI programs and services. The proposal also provides for subsequent annual adjustments o f the ASI Fee by use o f a price index. The index seeks to
facilitate A S I’s ability to enhance desired levels o f service and plan for the future expansion o f programs. This index would become effective Fall Quarter 2003.
Below is a list o f how the increased funds will be utilized:
Enhance and expand ASI Events (Concerts, Special Events, UU Hour, Club 221, Homecoming)
C u iT cn t

Enhance and expand ASI Club Services and increase Club Co-Sponsorship Funding

New

Inclease
r

Enhance and expand Poly Escapes (Outdoor Recreation/Adventure Program)

Fall Qtr.

$28

$12

$40

Enhance Student Governance, Representation, and Advocacy

Winter Qtr.

$23

$17

$40

Funding for A SI Support Services

Spring Qtr.

$23

$17

$40

Summer Qtr.

$21

$19

$40

Protect against inflation

PRO STATEMENT
“Cal Poly students must support this ASI fee increase for three important rea
sons:
First, for more than five years an ASI fee increase has been needed to maintain
quality and quantity o f programs and services white fighting the financial effects
o f inflation. Every year, ASI student leaders and staff are forced to reduce oper
ating budgets or fund deficits from general reserves, that have now dropped to
inappropriately low levels, in order to balance the budget among all ASI pro
grams and services. The general programming portion o f the ASI fee has not
increased in more than 15 years.
Second, by eliminating the financial hardships created by inflationary pressures,
programs will be able to expand as the campus population grows and demand
for ASI programs and services increases. Every student at this campus has been
touched by at least one o f the areas targeted by the fee increase: ASI Events,
ASI Club Services, Poly Escapes, ASI Student Government, and associated
support serv ices. All o f these programs are very popular and the students and
staff are eager to expand the quality, quantity, and scope o f offerings.
Finally, indexing the fee for inflation will provide stability and insure the long
term viability o f the expanded programs and services. An indexed fee helps
future students avoid the financial challenges we face today.
Cal Poly consistently receives accolades for the quality o f academic programs
and the graduates it produces. Students at Cal Poly deserve a vibrant and active
campus environment that compliments the academic reputation and achieve
ments. Instead o f envying the social opportunities that your friends have at other
major universities, make them a reality at Cal Poly. Approving this ASI fee
increase is the first step towards accomplishing this vision.“
Submitted by:

Bnxm Pennino, College of Engineering

CON STATEMENT
The proposed increase to the Student Body Association (ASI) Fee, which, if passed by
students, would take affect beginning Fall quarter 2002, appears to be legitimate in its claim
that it w ill maintain the quality and quantity of programs and services funded by ASI. How
ever, it is a proposal idealistically flawed, and at an extra S65 per year and per person,
students should consider exactly what their extra money hopes to accomplish.
First, ASI believes that the student fee increase holds the potential to impact Cal Poly stu
dents in two key areas; expanding and maintaining ASI programs and maintaining ASI
programs and ser\ ices. As part of their proposal, ASI also asserts that the fee increase will
aid the projected rise in student enrollment over the next five to ten years and the associated
increa.se in on-campus population. In addition, the document proposes that it will ease
strained relations w ith the City of San Luis Obispo regarding the responsibility o f the Uni
versity to provide a full-ser\ ice campus. It goes as far to imply that by increasing funding for
ASI, students will be more likely to stay on campus rather than “disturb'* the quiet commu
nity. These assumptions seem to be a bit far-fetched.
Being fair to ASI, which docs strive to improve the quality of life for students, it is important
to highlight exactly what the proposal plans to accomplish. The fee increase aims to enhance
ASI Events, which includes concerts and homecoming, expand club serx ices, boost student
governance and representation and improve Poly Escapes. Though all these programs are
excellent, the problem is that they only affect a small percentage of the student population.
What about ASI related programs and services like intramural sports, MePhee's Games and
Bowling Center, the Craft Center, and Recreation Center operations? Why should students
vote to put their money into an ASI fee category at all, rather than in services like the Health
Center or Information Technology Services. If Cal Poly truly w ishes to cope with the masses
o f new students coming to the university, we should instead consider raising fees for the
construction o f more dorm facilities, the creation of more classes, and the hiring of more
teachers.
'
Not only is the fee increase asking for money that will not solve Cal Poly's real financial
challenges, but the increase is rather steep and, in addition, is attached to a continuous
indexing process. By using the HEPI index, the fee will go up each year with the rise in
inflation in order to maintain the programs at a stable level without the deterioration of
quality caused by inflation. But this comes as an annual burden to students without having to
seek their approval for more fee increases.
So, before you vote, consider thoroughly the potential the ASI fee increase has to directly
impact you.
Submitted by:
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Erica Tower, College of Liberal Arts

For more i n f o i r n ^ t i o n g o t o :

www.fees.calpoly.edu/referendum.htm

VOTE NOVEMBER 14th & 15th

